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Press Kit for Interviews 
Tom Paladino 

Scalar Light Researcher 
 

 

Download image here  

Tom Paladino is a scalar energy researcher who specializes in helping people restore their health and 
regain vitality, energetically clear health robbing substances with “light-energy” so they can enjoy better 
overall health. He has developed a technique called Scalar Light™ that supports the body’s natural 
healing capabilities for Body, Mind and Spirit. 
 
Inspired by Nikola Tesla (a genius who invented alternating current), Tom began studying scalar energy 
early in his college career. He went on to pursue an independent course of study geared toward 
understanding and harnessing energy outside of the traditional electromagnetic spectrum.  
 
Tom’s theory is that all energy in the universe begins as scalar energy, and the sun and other stars are 
points of origin – or storehouses – for this fundamental life force. He has developed specialized 
instruments that show promise in harnessing and transmitting instructive energy for self-healing 
purposes. 
 
For more information on how to experience Scalar Light™, visit https://www.scalarlight.com/. 
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Title suggestions: 

 Scalar Light and Improving the Human Condition  

 Healing with the Sun, Stars and Scalar Energy 

 Scalar Light Energy Healing Support  

 Transforming poor health to vibrant health with LIGHT! 

 Bridging the Gap Between Science and Spirituality 

 Turning your body into a nutrient factory with light-energy 
 

 
Potential discussion topics: 

 Where does scalar energy originate? 

 The difference between scalar energy and electromagnetic energy. 

 How Scalar Light turns your body into it’s own nutrient factory. 

 How Tom utilizes a photograph to turn on your healing potential. 

 Currently available individual Scalar Light™ Sessions.  

 Recent breakthroughs and advancements.   

 The future of scalar energy and how it can change the world for the better.  

 How scalar energy is everywhere in the universe and transcends time and space. 

 How scalar energy can be utilized as an unlimited supply of energy and put an end to the energy 
crisis. 

 What is the TRINITY of restorative health? 
 

 
Tom is a performance-driven researcher.  Please refer to the compendium of PCR test results as 

attached during our interview.   

Scalar Light users have provided test results as testimony they feel their long-held health challenges are 

no longer. While Scalar Light is not an FDA approved device, nor do we do any testing on our own – 

these submitted tests provide hope for many. https://www.scalarlight.com/testimonials.html 

Disclaimer: All products, claims, and testimonials made about specific products or services on or through 

this site have not been evaluated by the United States Food and Drug Administration and are not 

approved to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent disease. You should not use the information for diagnosis 

or treatment of any health problem, nor do we encourage you to discontinue any medication or ignore 

advice from your physician. Any attempt to diagnose and treat illness should come under the direction 

of your healthcare provider. Your photos are confidential and will never be shared with anyone. Scalar 

Light cannot predict the results of any individual as we are all unique beings. Results may vary. 

Website https://www.scalarlight.com/ 

Social Media Links:  

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/experiencescalar 

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-j-paladino-scalar-energy-researcher-610660160/ 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/user/TomPaladinoScalar 
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https://www.youtube.com/user/TomPaladinoScalar
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Tom Paladino is an accomplished public speaker and has been featured on numerous radio shows and 

podcasts. 

Examples:  

Tour of the lab https://youtu.be/cPWsdrkwiW8 

5 Simple Steps to Feel Better NOW-from your couch! https://youtu.be/9lOY7Z0P8rQ 

Restorative Wellness for Body, Mind and Spirit | Scalar Light https://youtu.be/-OqcpVUzloo 

https://youtu.be/cPWsdrkwiW8
https://youtu.be/9lOY7Z0P8rQ
https://youtu.be/-OqcpVUzloo

